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Tapping Trump’s trillion
AAPA puts forward ports’ perspective

LNG’s long-term outlook

Partnerships are key to building network

Robot roll-out
Official Journal of the International Association of Ports and Harbors

Melbourne’s fully automated terminal opens
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Fresh investment sees west Africa’s ports leave cities
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A second wave of port privatisation around the Gulf of Guinea
will see deeper ports outside cities
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Two development projects at Walvis Bay will offer increased
capacity and double Namibia’s container throughput
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East African ports are moving to cut waiting times and meet
trade demands through investment and expansion
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Flamingos on the move.
As west Africa’s ports
outgrow their urban
locations, deeperdraught facilities are
being developed
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LNG
LNG may play a minor role in the 2020 low-sulphur fuel
landscape but its long-term market share is promising
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Make in India

Modi welcomes investment
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Cover story: Asia

As President Donald Trump plans tariffs on Chinese products,
China seeks new opportunities through One Belt, One Road,
reports Ken Gangwani
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After a decade of growth, ports in Bangladesh have to think
seriously about infrastructural development
After the initial success of the Make in India
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China continues to
expand its presence
overseas through One
Belt, One Road.
Meanwhile, the new US
president considers
different approaches to
international trade
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Saudi Arabia wants to boost competition at its west coast
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Vessel traffic management: In the age of
e-navigation, ports must be at the core of plans to
enhance productivity
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Dry bulk: BIMCO’s vetting scheme aims to shed light on
ships’ experiences at dry bulk terminals
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India’s 12 port plan

Shipping minister drives green agenda

Eyes on overseas markets
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Planning priorities
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Indonesia builds new ports as it aims to rebuild its standing
as a regional maritime power
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Indonesia develops terminals and liquefaction plants as it
prepares for increased domestic gas use
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Container shipping believes Manila, Philippines, has the
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President Joko Widodo’s
vision is to create an east
to west maritime highway
across Indonesia’s
archipelago
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potential to become a regional transhipment hub
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Masterplan paves the way for Australia’s sixth terminal
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Green ports:
Climate change and sustainability are the key themes behind
the development of Indian public and private ports
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Eco-consciousness and business growth can go hand-inhand, as demonstrated by Port of Gothenburg
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Port equipment:
A clean-air plan by the ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach
has led to terminal operators to question the costs
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South Korea:
Greater focus on investing in overseas ports is part of a South
Korean plan to be a global maritime economic force
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Former IAPH president Geraldine Knatz considers the role of
port collaborations in a changing logistics landscape
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Team talk

Latin American VP to boost regional interest

Yard yield

RTGs are key to port benchmarking study

Silted Santos
Official Journal of the International Association of Ports and Harbors

Past meets
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Smart port talk at Bali World Ports Conference
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Dredging weighs heavy on Brazil’s outlook
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Cover story: Bali 2017
Door-to-door thinking through special economic zones,
collaboration, and technology were the talking points at
this year’s World Ports Conference
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IAPH members call for a more holistic approach to
climate change through the creation of the World Ports
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Tradition met
technology at the
World Ports Conference
as members discussed
automation and
digitisation in ports, on
the cultural and
colourful island of Bali
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Sustainability Programme
Automation, digitisation, and smart ports; the next steps
for the supply chain in a changing landscape
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Passenger port dredging: Calais Port 2015
project aims to future-proof the port for bigger vessels
and more footfall
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Dredging talk: Insight from an insurance specialist
on dredging cover; and IADC’s René Kolman calls for wider
use of the ecosystem services philosophy
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China’s continuing interest in investing in the second-largest
continent’s road, rail, and shipping network
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New kid on the ‘block’

Ports join ‘chain’ in software revolution

Dark side of digitilisation

Ports fight back against cyber crime

Three pillars for growth
Official Journal of the International Association of Ports and Harbors
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EU regulations pave way for fair play
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SG Milà speaks on ports’ sustainable future
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Cover story: Europe

The new EU ports regulation should make ports in the region
more competitive by opening up access to their services 12

The European Commission continues to identify countries
that offer ports tax exemptions that it feels may not be in
line with EU law
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Spain’s docker disputes have had a broader impact on
European ports and prompted wider strikes
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The new EU port
regulation aims to
create a level playing
field by opening up
access to port services
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Software:

Ports and supply chains are starting to understand the
huge potential blockchain technology can offer with
some ports on the cusp of rolling out applications
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Port software experts are not yet clear on the exact
application of artificial intelligence, but agree that the
technology offers a lot of potential for ports
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As ports become more reliant on data in their day-to-day
operations, the opportunities for cyber criminals increase 22
Ports are seeking out solutions that go beyond physical
infrastructure to enable swift handling of big ships
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Belt and Road:

The Maritime Silk Road is an opportunity to improve the
supply chain’s sustainability legacy and could help mitigate
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against protectionism, says Santiago Garcia Milà
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With a pot of state money at its disposal, PhilaPort is
aiming to boost its container and car terminals
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Hard hitters

Ports’ plans for hurricane protection

Grimaldi on ports

Shipowner’s take on sustainability

Shale expectations
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Corpus Christi dredges for increased exports
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prospects
Raised bridge hails new dawn for New York/New Jersey
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In conversation with Emanuele Grimaldi
Italian shipowner talks to Patrick Verhoeven about
sustainability and automation
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Cover story: North America
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The raised Bayonne Bridge has already brought a new service
to the port of New York and New Jersey, and signals a new
14
chapter in Asia to US east coast routeings
Private money is still available for port projects providing
the numbers add up

17

The Canadian government considers ways to create a
framework for a more commercial, market-based operation
of its ports
18
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Bigger ships have been
passing under the
raised Bayonne Bridge
bound for the port of
New York and New
Jersey since June,
signalling a new era for
the US east coast port
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Climate change

Ports in areas susceptible to severe weather know the risks
and have plans in place to future-proof their facilities
20

Scientists have noticed a trend linking climate change to the
severity of hurricanes recently seen in the Caribbean and
22
Gulf of Mexico
Canada’s port of Montreal is the latest to benefit from
government investment in shore-side power
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Rotterdam has set itself significant sustainability targets
that it aims to meet by 2050

24

Dredging

The Texas port of Corpus Christi needs more depth in to
enhance its position as a US oil exporter

26

ICTSI has commissioned dredging work on areas of the Congo
River to allow bigger ships access to the port of Matadi, a
28
gateway to the DRC capital, Kinshasa
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Big investment in the Caribbean transhipment space could
mean too much capacity as liner operators consolidate 30
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